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Planning Group Recommendations

ECRG Recommendations
a)

Local service provision to North Queensland should be
addressed immediately by ensuring a full range of CYMHS services
are available in Townsville, including a residential community-based
service.

Accept.

b)

If a decision is made to close BAC, this should not be finalised
before the range of service options in Townsville are opened and
available to consumers and their families/carers.

Accept.
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Helen Rigby
Ed Linq Coordinator
Cymhs
(Work )
(Preferred Fax
(Work Preferred )

Version
2.1

X-GWTYPE
USER
Formatted Name
Helen Rigby
Telephone Number

(Work )

Organization
Cymhs
Telephone Number

( Preferred Fax )

Electronic Mail Address

Family:
First:
Middle:
Prefix:
Suffix:

(Work Preferred

Rigby
Helen

Ed Linq Coordinator
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

RODGERS Kevin
on behalf of RODGERS Kevin
Monday, 26 August 2013 10:05 AM
Darren Bate;Debbie Rankin
Jill
Medew;Justine Oxenham;Liz Marlay;Margie Nightingale;RAISIN Elayne;Serena
Marriott;Steve Marriott;Sue Cassidy
FW: progression of Barrett Strategy
BAC fact sheet 23 Aug 2013.pdf

From: Vanessa Clayworth [mailto:
Sent: Monday, 26 August 2013 9:50 AM
To:
Angela Clarke; Ashleigh Trinder; Brenton Page; Carol Hughes; Danielle Corbett; Elaine
Ramsey; Genae Rance; Graham Dyer; Jamie Barber; Kimberley Sadler; Kim Hoang; Kylie Bruce; Liam Huxter;
Lourdes Wong; Lucinda Burton; Mara Kochardy; Maree Sheraton; Matthew Beswick; Moira Macleod; Peta-Louise
Yorke; Reeta Singh; Roderick Archer; Rosangela Richardson; Steve Sault; Susan Daniel; Trevor Sadler
Subject: Fwd: progression of Barrett Strategy

BAC Staff,
Please find attached Fact Sheet from Sharon Kelly re BAC 23.08.13. Families and Carers were emailed copy fact
sheet Friday afternoon.
Thank you for your time,

Vanessa.
>>>Sharon Kelly 8/23/2013 5:36 pm >>>
Dear families and carers,

As promised, I would like to keep you informed of progress associated with the Barrett Adolescent Strategy.
Please find attached the latest Fast Facts Sheet (No. 6) for your information.
You are very welcome to contact me if you have any queries.
Regards
Sharon Kelly

Sharon Kelly
Executive Director
Mental Health and Specialised Services

West Moreton Hospital and Health Service
T:
E:
The Park - Centre for Mental Health
Administration Building, Cnr Ellerton Drive and Walston Park Road, Wacol, Qld 4076
Locked Bag 500, Sumner Park BC, Qld 4074
www.health.gld .gov.au
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This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s ), or if it is transmitted/received in error.
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited . The information contained in this email,
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network
and destroy any hard copies produced .
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification,
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited.
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is
infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email.
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.
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Barrett Adolescent Centre
Welcome to our next update on the Barrett Adolescent Centre for 2013. We hope this newsletter helps keep
you informed about Barrett Adolescent Centre. To have your say or if you would like more information, please
email
Kind regards
Sharon Kelly
Executive Director Mental Health & Specialised Services
West Moreton Hospital and Health Service

Announcement about the way forward
It was announced by the Honourable Lawrence Springborg, Minister for Health on 6 August, 2013 that
adolescents requiring extended mental health treatment and rehabilitation will receive services through a new
range of contemporary service options from early 2014. Young people receiving care from the Barrett
Adolescent Centre (BAC) at that time will be supported to transition to other contemporary service options that
best meet their individual needs. Children's Health Queensland will assume governance for any new service
options that are implemented, as part of its statewide role in providing healthcare for Queensland's children.

Who has been consulted about the recommendations of the Expert Clinical Reference Group?
The announcement came following careful consideration of the seven recommendations from the Expert
Clinical Reference Group (ECRG), and further consultation with a range of stakeholders. West Moreton
Hospital and Health Service have consulted in an ongoing way with the Minister for Health and Department of

Health, the Queensland Mental Health Commissioner, the Department of Education Training and Employment,
and Children's Health Queensland. These are some of the key stakeholders that will continue to support the
next stage of implementation for statewide adolescent extended treatment and rehabilitation service options.

What is the next step?
An implementation Steering Committee will convene for the first time on 26 August 2013, chaired by Children's
iealth Queensland. Membership will include a consumer representative, carer representative, senior
multidisciplinary clinician representation of public child and youth mental health services across the State, non
government organisation representation, and a representative from the Department of Health . Communication
with stakeholders will continue to be a priority throughout this next phase of the strategy.

How can we get the best outcomes in the time frame we have?
This strategy does not begin when the Steering Committee meets next week. A substantial amount of
preparation and planning has been ongoing since the ECRG began work in December 2012. The seven
ECRG recommendations will now provide a comprehensive foundation for the next phase of the strategy. This
is about implementing the work already done by the ECRG, and focussing our efforts on the final stages of the
strategy so we are ready to deliver new service options by early 2014.

What about the current consumers and staff of the Barrett Adolescent Centre?
It remains a priority for West Moreton Hospital and Health Service to focus on providing support and
information to the adolescents, their families and the staff of the BAC. There will be no gap to service provision
for the young people currently receiving care from BAC.

Date: Friday, 23 August 2013
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

RODGERS Kevin <
on behalf of RODGERS Kevin
Monday, 26 August 2013 2:09 PM
Darren Bate;Debbie Rankin;
Jill
Medew;Justine Oxenham;Liz Marlay;Margie Nightingale;RAISIN Elayne;Serena
Marriott;Steve Marriott;Sue Cassidy
FW: Barrett Adolescent Centre update

From:
Sent: Sunday, 25 August 2013 4:08 PM
To:
Subject: RE: Barrett Adolescent Centre update
Importance: High

Dear Ms Kelly.
I have read the documents you forwarded regarding the recommendations for mental health care for young
people in Queensland in lieu of keeping the Barrett Adolescent Centre open.
I find myself unable to take the documents seriously. They say nothing concrete -there are no actions, rationales,
KPl's, timelines, only platitudes about doing the best for young people.
The only thing clear from the documents is that the government wants to close Barrett and divest its funding to
community organisations to provide appropriate 'wrap around' care .

Forgive me if I sound cynical but I don't see any attempt in the documents you have sent me to
I read a lot of bureaucratic verbiage that says nothing
meaningful and gives the reader no idea of what real actions the committee have decided on.
I would appreciate you sending me a copy of the briefing paper that you put together for the committee members
and government officers. I may be doing you a great dis-service and I cannot believe that the platitudes you have
forwarded me are the actual recommendations that you have taken so many months to arrive at.
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Thank you.

From:

Sent: Friday, 9 August 2013 4:03 PM
To: Sharon Kelly
Subject: Barrett Adolescent Centre update

Good afternoon,
As you have previously shown an interest in the Barrett Adolescent strategy we thought it
appropriate to provide an update iri regards to the strategy as announced by the Minister for
Health, Honourable Lawrence Springborg on the evening of Tuesday 6 August.
The West Moreton Hospital and Health Service has undertaken considerable consultation which
included the Planning Group, and the Expert Clinical Reference Group (ECRG). Further key
stakeholder consultation was then conducted with the Department of Health, the Queensland
Mental Health Commissioner, the Department of Education Training and Employment, and
Children's Health Queensland.
The work of the ECRG, the Planning Group and the subsequent consultation process has
enabled us to progress the Strategy to the next phase. As identified in an announcement made
by the Minister, adolescents requiring extended mental health treatment and rehabilitation will
receive services through a new range of contemporary service options from early 2014. Young
people receiving care from Barrett Adolescent Centre at that time will be supported to transition
to other contemporary care options that best meet their individual needs.
For further information about Barrett Adolescent Centre and the planning for new statewide
service options in adolescent mental health extended treatment and rehabilitation, please find
attached a media statement, a copy of the ECRG recommendations submitted to the West
Moreton Hospital and Health Board, and a FAQ sheet.
Regards
Sharon
Sharon Kelly
Executive Director
Mental Health and Specialised Services
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West Moreton Hospital and Health Service
T:
E:
The Park - Centre for Mental Health
Administration Building, Cnr Ellerton Drive and Wolston Park Road, Wacol, Qld 4076
Locked Bag 500, Sumner Park BC, Qld 4074

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error.
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited . The information contained in this email ,
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies , from your computer system network
and destroy any hard copies produced .
If not an intended recipient of this email , you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification,
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited .
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software , Queensland Health does not
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services , loss of information, harm or is
infected with a virus , other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email.
Unless stated otherwise , this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

RODGERS Kevin
on behalf of RODGERS Kevin
Monday, 4 November 2013 2:23 PM
Darren Bate; Debbie Rankin
;Jill
Medew;Justine Oxenham;Liz Marlay;Margie Nightingale;Megan Vizzard;RAISIN
Elayne;Serena Marriott;Steve Marriott;Sue Cassidy
FW: Barrett Fact Sheet number 9

From: BLATCH, Peter [mailto:

]

Sent: Monday, 4 November 2013 11:21 AM
To: RODGERS Kevin

Subject: FW: Barrett Fact Sheet number 9

Hi Debbie,
FYI,
Peter

Peter Blatch
Assistant Regional Director, School Performance
Metropolitan Special and Specific Purpose Schools
Department of Education and Training
Level 2 Block A&B Garden Square
Macgregor Street, Upper Mount Gravatt
Private Mail Bag 250 Mansfield DC, Qld 4122
Telephone
Mobile

From: Sharon Kelly [mailto:

Sent: Monday, 4 November 2013 10:54 AM
To: Sharon Kelly

Subject: Barrett Fact Sheet number 9

Please find attached fact sheet number 9 for your information.
Regards
Sharon
Sharon Kelly
Executive Director
Mental Health and Specialised Services
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West Moreton Hospital and Health Service
T:
E:

The Park - Centre for Mental Health
Administration Building, Cnr Ellerton Drive and Wolston Park Road, Wacol, Qld 4076
Locked Bag 500, Sumner Park BC, Qld 4074
www.health .qld.gov.au

This email, including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error.
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email,
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies, from your computer system network
and destroy any hard copies produced.
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification,
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited.
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is
infected with a virus, other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email.
Unless stated otherwise, this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.

*************************************************************************************
************** This message (including attachments) is intended for the addressee named above. It may
also be confidential, privileged and/or subject to copyright. If you wish to forward this message to others,
you must first obtain the permission of the author.If you are not the addressee named above, you must not
disseminate, copy, communicate or otherwise use or take any action in reliance on this message. You
understand that any privilege or confidentiality attached to this message is not waived, lost or destroyed
because you have received this message in error. If you have received this message in error please notify
the sender and delete from any computer. Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions expressed in this
message do not necessarily represent the official position or opinions of the State of Queensland or the
Department of Education, Training and Employment. Whilst all care has been taken, the Department of
Education, Training and Employment disclaims all liability for loss or damage to person or property
arising from this message being infected by computer virus or other contamination.

*************************************************************************************
**************
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Barrett Adolescent Centre
Welcome to our next update on the Barrett Adolescent Centre for 2013. We hope this newsletter helps keep
you informed about Barrett Adolescent Centre (BAG). To have your say or if you would like more information,
please email
Kind regards
Sharon Kelly
Executive Director Mental Health & Specialised Services
West Moreton Hospital and Health Service

Consultation is Ongoing
We have provided specific updates recently to other mental health service providers in Hospital and Health Services
across the State, the Department of Communities Child Safety and Disability Services, and to the Commission for
Children and Young People and Child Guardian. We have also met with our colleagues from the Department of
Education Training and Employment, and continued to engage regularly with them through emails and phone calls
as information comes to hand.

Consultation with BAC Parents/Carers is a Priority
The West Moreton Hospital and Health Service remains committed to ongoing consultation and support of
BAG parents/carers during this transition process. West Moreton clinicians and service leaders have met with
parents/carers of the young people at BAG, to provide information and seek their input into the changes that
are occurring. Our clinical team is in constant contact with the families of the consumers about their individual
care. We have also continued to disseminate personal emails and phone calls to the parents and carers with

any new information that comes to hand, and some parents/carers have also chosen to accept the offer of
regular contact with the Consumer Advocate of Mental Health and Specialised Services.
It is extremely important to engage the families of adolescents at BAG in a considerate and meaningful way
throughout the transition process, and West Moreton continues to respond to feedback from the parent and
carer group about how we can best do that.

>tatewide Project Update
All current BAG parents and carers were invited by Lesley Dwyer, Chief Executive, West Moreton Hospital and
Health Service to submit a written submission to the statewide project, expressing their views and experiences
regarding the current and future service options in Queensland for adolescents requiring extended treatment and
rehabilitation. One collective parent submission was received from several BAG parents/carers. The parents/carers
who contributed to the submission have also been invited to meet with the Steering Committee of the Statewide
Adolescent Extended Treatment and Rehabilitation Implementation Strategy on 4 November 2013 to present their
submission.

Service Options Implementation Working Group
Statewide members of this Working Group have been invited to consider fictional adolescent case scenarios over
the last couple of weeks, and to identify service system gaps and barriers to providing comprehensive extended
treatment and rehabilitation care at the local level. The responses to this task will further enhance our understanding
of how the current service system meets the need and demand of adolescents requiring this type of care, in addition
to the issues that require addressing.

Date: Monday, 4 November 2013
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

K
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RODGERS Kev <
on behalf of RODGERS Kev
Wednesday, 19 June 2013 2:37 PM
Darren Bate; Debbie Rankin
ill
Medew;Justine Oxenham;Liz Marlay;Margie Nightingale;RAISIN Elayne;Serena
Marriott;Steve Marriott;Sue Cassidy
FW: Invitation to "Walk Around" the Barrett Adolescent Centre

From: Trevor Sadler [mailto:
]
Sent: Monday, 17 June 2013 6:38 PM
To: WMHHBoard
Subject: Invitation to "Walk Around" the Barrett Adolescent Centre
In response to Dr Corbett's invitation in her last newsletter to email the Board about hosting a "Walk Around" by the
Board when next at a Facility, this is to invite the Board to Barrett Adolescent Centre when next at The Park.
We may not be positive about the future, but we are positive about the work we do with adolescents.
We suggest a variation on walking around. This time, we invite the Board to sit down with us at one of our Cafe
Days which can be scheduled to fit in with the Board's timetable.
First this would give us the opportunity to demonstrate the positive programs at the Centre. We have pioneered
comprehensive rehabilitation services for adolescents with severe mental illness in Queensland. There are many
aspects to this including understanding foods, planning skills, sourcing food from markets and supermarkets,
preparing menus, meal preparation, preparing adolescents for part time work (which is often in the hospitality
industry) as well as working as a team etc. Holding a Cafe Day allows the adolescents to bring all these skills
together.
Secondly, I am tremendously impressed by the positive staff at Barrett. Cafe Day is a seamless collaboration
between a number of key teaching staff and our occupational therapists. Teachers, occupational therapists and
nursing staff are essential to the rehabilitation program at Barrett. Teachers regularly go beyond what is required of
them to meet the needs of adolescents. Nursing staff continue to put the needs of adolescents before their own
careers. The health professional staff have adapted any interventions they learnt at uni to provide treatment and
rehabilitation for a group of young people whose severity of illness is such that the literature only provides the
broadest of outlines about how to proceed.
Finally, and most importantly, I am positive about the young people we treat. Depending on the timing of the walk
through, you will interact with young people who were almost certainly completely socially isolated, unable to go to
school, often having given up on the future, and for many, even having given up on life itself. To confront the
issues they have requires courage and determination. This venue would give the Board a unique opportunity to
interact with patients, to hear of their hopes for the future. On the day, some could be too unwell to
participate. Others will be out in activities which are reintegrating them into the community.
Thus, we can never predict what a particular Cafe Day will be like. But from past experience, they have been
positive events. We invite the Board to share this with us.
Yours sincerely,
Trevor Sadler
Dr Trevor Sadler
Director
Barrett Adolescent Centre
The Park _ Centre for Mental Health
Locked Bag 500
Sumner Park BC
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Queensland 4074
Ph
Fax
Email:

This email , including any attachments sent with it, is confidential and for the sole use of the intended recipient(s). This confidentiality is not waived
or lost, if you receive it and you are not the intended recipient(s), or if it is transmitted/received in error.
Any unauthorised use, alteration, disclosure, distribution or review of this email is strictly prohibited. The information contained in this email ,
including any attachment sent with it, may be subject to a statutory duty of confidentiality if it relates to health service matters.
If you are not the intended recipient(s), or if you have received this email in error, you are asked to immediately notify the sender by telephone
collect on Australia +61 1800 198 175 or by return email. You should also delete this email, and any copies , from your computer system network
and destroy any hard copies produced .
If not an intended recipient of this email, you must not copy, distribute or take any action(s) that relies on it; any form of disclosure, modification,
distribution and/or publication of this email is also prohibited.
Although Queensland Health takes all reasonable steps to ensure this email does not contain malicious software, Queensland Health does not
accept responsibility for the consequences if any person's computer inadvertently suffers any disruption to services, loss of information, harm or is
infected with a virus , other malicious computer programme or code that may occur as a consequence of receiving this email.
Unless stated otherwise , this email represents only the views of the sender and not the views of the Queensland Government.
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From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ARMITAGE Janine
Friday, 11 October 2013 10:48 AM

DET.900.004.0078

on behalf of ARMITAGE Janine

RODGERS Kev; Kim Hoang;

Hi Matt/ Vanessa,
Just a note to fill you in on the situation with
and
course. I have organised with
{the coordinator of the course) to
have
attend
to finish
attendance
will also need to hand in
completed workbook and do two
requirements.
short verbal presentations.
will make sure all these requirements are met
once
is there, so that hopefully
would have completed the course and
qualified after this session.
I have arranged for
to pick
up from
home early on Tuesday
to
course in the school car.
morning and take
Do we need to complete an activity planner for this course trip?
Best regards,
Janine

Janine Armitage
Teacher /Voc.Ed./Liaison
Barrett Adolescent Centre School
Ph:
e-mail:
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From:

ARMITAGE Janine <
> on behalf of ARMITAGE Janine
Wednesday, 6 November 2013 3:21 PM

Sent:
To:

Cc:

RODGERS

Subject:

FW: New arrangements for

Work Experience

Hi Sarah and Matt,

Just a note to "fill you in" on the new arrangements that have been made for
Work Experience.
As
has missed quite a few days this week, I have arranged for
undertake a new full week session in a few week's time.

to

new period of Work Experience is from

Hopefully, the same arrangements can prevail for this period as well .... ie:
- That
be picked up from
escorted to
by car.
- Darren Bate to pick

each morning and

up

pick up and transport to
Could the nurses arrange for
on the
morning please ?
As I have already undertaken an induction/orientation day with
which
back to BAC via train , so that
is now familiar
included me escorting
with the station location and proximity to the
etc. Hence,
will be fine
to return to BAC by train by
during
next scheduled block of work
experience sessions.
In addition to this,
is welcome to attend for Work Experience for the
remainder of this week as well if
so wishes.
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As I am away on a course for the next two days, please refer any further
enquiries/comment to Debbie during my absence.
Many thanks.
Best regards,
Janine

Janine Armitage
Teacher/Voc.Ed./Liaison
Barrett Adolescent Centre School
Ph:
e-mail:
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From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

ARMITAGE Janine
Tuesday, 12 November 2013 2:46 PM

on behalf of ARMITAGE Janine
ODGERS Kev
';'

FW:

Work Experience update

Hi Everyone,
Just an update on
Work Experience times and dates.
has experienced some setbacks over the last
Although
two weeks and has missed two sessions at
Everything
has now been set in place for
to attend again

will be escorted by Darren Bate (Thanks for helping out
Darren) and will commence at
will finish at
and will be picked up by Darren and brought back to Barrett
from where
will catch the train home.
I have negotiated a flexible arrangement for
on
future visits to
where we simply notify them when
able to attend for Work Experience.

is

Best regards,
Janine

Janine Armitage
Teacher /Voc.Ed./Liaison
Barrett Adolescent Centre School
Ph:
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e-mail:
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From:

ARMITAGE Janine
> on behalf of ARMITAGE Janine
Thursday, 21 November 2013 3:07 PM

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

RODGERS Kev;Deborah RANKIN;
work Experience
Finer details of

Hi Matt,
Just confirming our conversation with
in making/agreeing
to the arrangements for
work Experience
On

will bring
to BAC school at
to
for
and Janine Armitage will accompany
visit.
will return from
where
will attend an appointment at
at

On

will drop

off at

will return from
from where
will
arrange to be picked up by a family member.

On

will drop

off at

in

will return from

via
from where
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